
How to Make an Arch 

The supplies needed for an arch are: Large
11” zip ties, snips/bunch cutters, a wet

floral foam cage (or multiple), and water
for soaking your cage. 

 
Yes, you do need the zip ties now even
though it is not going on the arch yet.

 
Instead of the large foam cages, you can

also use small foam iglus. These work
better with thin metal arches. 

 

Set your parameters with your
greenery. Decide how large you want

the arrangement to be; use these
pieces as a guide. 

 
If possible, hold the foam cage up to

your arch or at least up to the wall next
to a friend to see how large you want

the cage in comparison to your body or
the position on the arch.

For an arch you want large, hardy items to
fill up space and provide the most bang

for your buck. Use Greenery, Roses,
Carnations, Stock, Snapdragons, Spray

Roses, Button/Cushion Poms, and/or Mini
Carnations. *See tips below for

Hydrangeas*
 

Stay away from tiny delicates like
Ranunculus and Scabiosa. Lisianthus can
work in arches because they usually have
long stems. However, they are a bit pricey

for this type of arrangement. 
 

Add your zip ties before adding any
flowers. It is much easier! You will likely

need to daisy chain three zip ties
together. (Again use ones that are

about 10-12 inches long).
 

Weave the zip ties in and out of the
plastic grid. That way, if the cage slides
the zip tie still catches the plastic. Add

zip ties in at least two places. Make sure
to bring extra zip ties to the venue in

case you need a longer chain. 
 

Add more greenery to the cage. Add
just enough greenery that it looks full

from far away, but you can still see
gaps close up. 

 
You need to leave some space for

flowers. You can add more greenery to
cover all of the gaps later. 

 

Gather Your Supplies

You can make the cages on day 2 or 3 then you will put the cages on the arch on the wedding day (day 4).
Depending on your timeline you may need to delegate this to a trusted friend so you can get ready. 
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Gather Your Flowers

Thoroughly soak your foam. Just
because the outside looks wet does not
mean the inside is saturated. It's best to
set the cage upside down in a bucket of

water. Let the cage float on top. As it
sinks down it will fully hydrate every

part of the foam. Leave it in the bucket
for an extra 2-3 minutes just to be sure.
If you do need to use the sink, let it run
for about 5-7 minutes. Move the cage

around so every part is saturated.
 

Soak The Foam
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Next, fill in with smaller blooms like Spray
Roses, Mini Carnations, and

Button/Cushion Poms. 
While each individual bud is small, these

flowers have clusters of about 3-5 blooms
on each stem so they still take up a lot of
space. They usually still have fairly long

stems that are easy to add to large
arrangements. They are a great way to

add some color or texture variation.
Stay away from small, short items like

Ranunculus or Anemones.

Add in longer flowers like Delphinium,
Stock, and Snapdragons. These provide a
different texture than the round blooms

and can add extra length to the
arrangement when placed on the sides. 

 
Add texture items like Solidago, Thistle, or

Berries. These flowers and the longer
blooms are completely optional. If you do

not have a lot of colors in your palette
they may not be needed. Thistle and

berries especially are fairly small and may
not be seen well. 

 

Once your arrangement is complete,
store it in a cool room. No need to

refrigerate. 
You can make the foam cage on day 2 or
3 of having your flowers. However, you

do need to keep the foam hydrated. Use
a watering can or hold the foam under
the sink to re-wet the foam. Think of it
just like watering a plant. You want to

get the water on the foam, not the
flowers. 

Don't forget to set aside a bucket of a
few extra blooms for the wedding day.

Once your arrangement is on the arch
take a step back and see how you like

it. Now that you see it at a different
angle they may be a few gaps. Use your
bucket of extra flowers and greenery to

fill in the gaps or replace any stems
that broke in transport. 

 
If the ceremony is outside, try to wait

until as close to the start time as
possible to put the cages on the arch. If
needed, delegate this task so you can

get ready and take photos. 
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Check with your venue ahead of time to make sure they have a ladder tall enough to reach the top of the
arch. If not, bring your own. Don't forget extra zip ties just in case!
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Add In Big Blooms
Start adding in your large volume flowers

like Roses, Carnations, Cremones, & Mums.  
Save a few blooms to fill gaps later.

Hydrangeas are extra large flowers that
take up a lot of space. They are a great cost
effective option to fill a large arrangement.
However, they do not like foam. Leave them

out until the wedding day as close to the
ceremony as possible. 

If needed, build your arrangement with the
hydrangeas, but then take them out, rinse

the stems, put them in a vase of water until
the wedding day. 

 

On the wedding day, transport the cages
flat on the base and in the trunk of your
car. Put them in a box or on a towel in

case they leak. 
At the venue, have a friend hold the cage

in place while you connect the zip ties.
For this arrangement we used a metal
grid and put the cage at an angle. The
most common arch is a large wooden

arch. When you put the cage on a vertical
beam it may seem like the cage will slide.

As long as you tighten the zip ties well
enough, it will hold!


